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  From the Chairman 
 
My three years are up, and this will be my last monthly Chairman’s Message for the Club Bulletin. 
 
The June monthly meeting was our discussion forum regarding the inherent progress of our Club.  The 
results showed that the current formula for the Club is running well.  Some extra complementary ideas came 
out of the discussions with particular regard to assistance required by some of our members to be able to 
write articles on their project, or ways to assist our members with formatting a computer presentation to 
enable these members to talk about their projects.  A number of people have already volunteered their 
services to assist.  Thank you to those people. 
 
One suggested improvement for the gathering nights was that the meeting at the start should be kept as short 
as five minutes, instead of the average presentation of about 20 minutes!  Tongue in cheek, I know, but 
consensus is to keep it short and sweet, and get stuck into the night’s talk as soon as possible.  The 
camaraderie shown before and after the meetings is strongly suggested to be retained as they are an integral 
part of the evening.  More about the results of the evening will be summarised at a later date. 
 
Thanks go to Hamish for instigating the Members Forum Evening concept. 
 
THANK YOU all for coming along and providing your input on the evening. 
 
The committee decided to cancel the June monthly run to Port Adelaide due to the vagueness of the tour 
operators arrangements at that end.  The run was to include a tour of the City of Adelaide Clipper but as we 
couldn’t book our numbers for a certain time this meant that we were to take potluck on the day. The 
expensive entry fee to the City of Adelalde Clipper and then the uncertainty of a tour weren’t the ingredients 
for a successful run. 
 
The substitute event to have a registration, subs payment, and inspection day last weekend (25th) at the RSL 
and this turned out to be very popular with members. Our three accreditation persons (Peter, Hamish and 
Tony) and treasurer Tim were busy until after closing time. It appears to be a successful formula and may 
become an annual event. 
 

Member of the Association of Veteran Car Clubs of Australia (AVCCA) 
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Thank you for all your support during my time as Chairman of, what I consider, this very successful Club, 
and I look forward to sitting with you at future meetings. 
 
Good luck to Hamish in his, soon to be, position of Chairman of your Club. 
 
An aside: Siddeley has been exposed to have severely edentate diff gears, and a new set of dentures are 
currently being re-constructed. 
 
I hope to see you at our Commemorative Dinner next Saturday (9th July). 
 
As always, happy veteran motoring.         Phil Keane 
 
 

  Meetings 
The Club holds informal gatherings at 8pm on the 
first Wednesday of each month, except January, at 
the Colonel Light Gardens RSL, Dorset Ave.  
Park behind on what was the bowling green, enter 
from Windsor Ave.  Assemble at 7.30 for a pre-
meeting chat. The only formal club meeting is the 
Annual General Meeting, held on the first 
Wednesday in July each year. 
 
 
Wednesday 6th July.   Club AGM, followed by 
Forum Feedback to Members and a Q&A session with 
the Bay to Birdwood Committee Liaison officer. 

 
Wednesday 3rd August. Julian McNeil to present 
his first hand experiences of the Louwman 
Museum; a museum for historic cars, coaches, and 
motorcycles in The Hague, Netherlands. 
 
Wednesday 14th September. Film night ‘Sully’ 
at the Mitcham Cinema Complex. NO MEETING 
on 7th September in lieu of film night. 
 
Wednesday 5th October. ‘Bay to Birdwood’ 
photos and run reports/reviews. 
 

 

 Upcoming Club events 
  
6th July 2016 Members are advised that the AGM of the Veteran Car Club of South Australia 

will occur on Wednesday 6th July 2016 at the Colonel Light Gardens RSL, 
George Street Colonel Light Gardens SA.  
All members are invited to attend. 
 

9th July 2016 Club’s 11th Annual Commemoration Dinner. Saturday evening 7.00pm start with 
an a la carte menu at the Torrens Arms Hotel, 95 Belair Road, Kingswood. 
 

7th August 2016 Club Run, Winter format run. Destination TBA 
 

11th September 2016 Creepy Crawly Run. McLaren Vale.  
 
 

  

 Upcoming Local & National Club events 
  
1st Sept The Federation of Historic Motoring Clubs S.A. Inc. is promoting the ‘Drive It 

Day’ on the first day of spring, September 1st.  You are encouraged to take your 
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historic vehicle out so the public can see them.  The Gawler Veteran Vintage and 
Classic Vehicle Club invites you to join them at Bethany Reserve, Bethany 
Road, Bethany at 12:30pm. Contact Alvin Jenkin 8529 2504 or 
alvin.jenkin@baonline.com.au for more details. 

17th – 22nd Sept The Veteran and Vintage Motor Cycle Club of South Australia are running their 
60th Anniversary Rally with headquarters in Clare Caravan Park, Clare SA. 
Closing Date for entries is 15th July. See the website www.vvmccsa.org.au/60th-
anniversary-rally for more details. 

24th Sept -29nd Oct National/International Model T Ford Tour – Gippsland (Invitation Event). See 
the website www.mtfvic2016.org.au for more details. 

24th Sept - 9th Oct Australian Historic Motoring Federation are running the 2016 Carlisle & 
Hershey Swap Tour (with Partners’ Program) to the USA. Enquiries & bookings 
through Latitude Group Travel Ph: 03 9646 4200 

25th Sept Bay To Birdwood Run. This year's Bay to Birdwood Run is for all cars, 
motorcycles, vans, trucks and commercial vehicles manufactured before 31st 
December 1956. - See more at: http://www.baytobirdwood.com.au 

8th - 9th Oct The "Burra to Morgan" run is organised by the Northern Automotive Restoration 
Club SA Inc.  See the website http://www.narc.org.au for more details. 

30th Oct - 4th Nov National Veteran Tour – Tasmania run by the VCCA (Tas) Inc. Expression Of 
Interest form has been placed on our clubs website. Further details can be 
obtainedfrom John Biggelaar Email: biggelaarj@gmail.com or by post mail 
addressed to:  
The Secretary National Veteran Tour 2016  
PO Box 170,Riverside, Launceston,Tasmania, 7250.  
 

17th – 22nd Sept 2017 The 11th National Veteran Motorcycle Rally 2017 will be hosted by The Veteran and 
Vintage Motor Cycle Club of South Australia, Inc. http://vvmccsa.org.au 
Centred on The Barossa Tourist Park, Nuriootpa, South Australia. 
http://barossatouristpark.com.au tel. 1800 251 634  

The Barossa Tourist Park has been bulk-booked for the week, so please mention the 
NVR to receive a 5% discount (a maximum discount applies) off their normal rates for 
cabins and campsites. the Barossa Visitor Information Centre tel. 1300 852 982.  

 
24th – 30th Sept 2017 National Veteran Vehicle Rally, Clare Valley, South Australia.  The Expression of 

Interest Form is available from our web site http://vccsa.org.au/events-2/National-
Veteran-Vehicle- Rally-Clare-2017. Coordinated by the Sporting Car Club of SA and 
the Veteran Car Club of SA, the 2017 rally will be based in the regional township of 
Clare, the focus of the Valley’s rich blend of attractions and activities, including 
vineyards and wineries as well as regional mining and pastoral commerce. Contact Peter 
Templer 0417 081 502. 

Do not miss this wonderful opportunity – register your interest now! 
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 Upcoming Swap Meet events 
 
12th June  Kadina 
19th June  Sedan 
24th July  Globe Derby Park 
21st August  Willunga 
11th September Gawler 

16th October  Strathalbyn 
12th-13th Nov  Bendigo 
20th Nov  Regency Park 
15th Jan ‘17  Hahndorf 

 

  Notices  
 
Notice of Club Committee Nominations for 2016-17 
 
Chair:   Hamish McDonald 
Secretary:  Peter Allen 
Treasurer;  Tim Rettig 
Committee (5 members): 

Phil Keane 
Neil Francis 
Julian McNeil 
Andrew Hayes 
Ian Voysey 

Ex-officio:                                 
Public Officer – Dudley Pinnock 
Editor/Web Manager – Frank Cord-Udy 

 
 
Historic Registration in SA 
 
Just a friendly reminder that your Club subscriptions are now due as of 30th June 2016.  If 
you have not paid your Subs you are unfinancial. 
  
Members with a vehicle on Conditional Historic Registration are required to be a financial 
member of VCCSA for that Conditional Registration to continue.  If you are not financial you 
are not registered. 
If you drive your old vehicle while an unfinancial member, you are driving unregistered and 
uninsured. 
At the same time your Historic Registration Logbook and Registration papers need to be 
stamped and updated and your Statutory Declaration received. 
  
Direct bank deposits can be made to the club’s account (BSB 105-032 Acct No 058548140 
and include your surname as the Payment Reference).  If you have already paid your 
subscriptions and updated your vehicle logbook the committee appreciate your commitment 
and support of the Club. 
  
Conditions of Historic Registration in SA include: 

• that you remain a financial member of your Club (ie pay your subs on time) 
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• that you provide a statutory declaration every twelve months 
• your vehicles are inspected by your Club Registration officers every three years. 

If you fail to comply with these conditions your vehicle is unregistered. 
 
Remember the obligation is on YOU to comply with the H R scheme. 
 
Another event of significance has occurred quietly in that Howard Filtness has stepped down 
as a Historic Registration officer for the Club. Howard was the mainstay of the historic 
registration scheme within this club for quite a few years and he has now decided to take a 
rest. We cannot let this happen without saying a big thank you to Howard for the not 
inconsiderable effort he put in over the years since the beginning of this Club, ministering to 
members and their cars. While Howard has stepped back in recent years we would not have 
this scheme within the Club were it not for members like Howard who gave their time so 
freely. THANKS	  HOWARD!!!!	  
 
 
“Call for Members’ photos – First 10 Years of the Club” 
 
If you have any images of the following, please email to VCCSAsecretary@gmail.com 
• Clarendon rally 
• Chesser Cellars dinner 
• Dutton Aunger Talbot send-off 
• Any other early VCC-SA events 
 
 
 ‘Retroautos’ magazine of interest  
 
Please see a link below to Retroautos, a free on-line classic car magazine that is being 
published in Australia. We are forwarding this to members out of interest, however please 
note that the Veteran Car Club of S.A. does not have any association with the publication.   
  
Follow the link here to download the July 2016 issue: 
http://issuu.com/retroautos/docs/retroautos_july_2016 
 
 
 

The	  Veteran	  Car	  Club	  of	  South	  Australia	  
11th	  Annual	  Dinner	  	  	  Saturday	  9th	  July	  2016	  

Torrens	  Arms	  Hotel	  
95	  Belair	  Road	  Kingswood	  	  

	  7.00pm	  start	  
RSVP:	  Phil	  Keane by email (p.keane@purkinje.com.au), landline 8277 

2468 or mobile (phone or text) on 0417 819 080 
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  For sale /wanted 
 
For Sale 

Lucas 722 RHS sidelamp, good overall condition, complete except for clamp screw, has incorrect 
handle, $190 Rotax “Clearway” brass double twist horn, firewall mount, has reed but no bulb stem 
or bulb, some minor denting in body, $175  
Victor 8” acetylene headlamp, made by the Cincinnati Victor Co., dual gimbal mount, crack in 
reflector otherwise complete and in excellent condition, $250  
Split rim spreader in excellent condition, $250 
Contact: Jeff Palmer (02) 4959 1256 or email jasper.1912@bigpond.com. 
 
B.F. Goodrich Silvertown Cord tyres. 4 only 32 x 41⁄2 in near new condition. They have straight 
sided beads with dog bone pattern suitable to veteran cars. They were wrongly fitted to a 12/50 
Alvis. Well below retail price @ $100.00 ea.  
Contact: Dave Stuart on 0428 282 360. 

Rear Axle Assembly Circa 1910. Aluminium Banjo & steel axle tubes. No diff internals or axles. 
Rudge-Whitworth course-splined hubs and wheel centres. Brakes & drums. 920x120 rims. 12 leaves in 
each spring. Thought to be Napier. Best offer.  
Contact: Jim Weir (02) 9651 7770 

Veteran and Vintage Headlights. Bill Jansen has just acquired about 300 Vintage and Veteran 
Headlights in various condition. He is going to sell these headlights as single headlights or as a pair if 
he has them. If anyone is interested in any of the headlights and would like photos, just send him an 
email. It will be no good asking him what they fit but if anyone interested sends him a photo, 
dimensions, mounting points or any other special features then he will do his best to help them out. 
Contact: Bill Jansen willys@aapt.net.au 
 
Set of 98 RAA SA Motor magazines running consecutively from June 1948 to Nov-Dec 1964, minus 
the bi-monthly issues from 1950 & 1951. They are in good to very good condition and make 
fascinating reading, tracing the history of post war motoring and providing a fantastic amount of 
information about the cars from that era. 
Contact: Alan Blackburn Ph: 04 48568395 
 
Ken McNamara owns a 1912 Mors and has a couple of spare engines and a gear box which he 
indicates are probably never going to use.  He thought they might best go to some one wanting to 
restore such a car. Please contact him if you are need of these parts. 
Contact: Ken McNamara kenmac@iinet.net.au 
 
820 x 120 tube  new "BETCO " brand rubber stem  $25 
895 x 135 tube  new "BETCO " brand rubber stem  $25 
Contact: Andrew Gauld  0407112887 
 
Wanted 

Swivel drive and cable for Jones speedometer. I have a Stewart swivel unit and speedo in useable 
condition available for swap if appropriate. 
Contact: Jeff Palmer (02) 4959 1256 or jasper.1912@bigpond.com 
 
Information on CAV car DYNAMO system and wiring diagram for 1910/1911. 
Contact: Robin Sharp (03) 5824 1871 
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    Letters to the Editor 
 
What’s happening in the world of really old cars? 
 
By: “Doug”       ( D. D. Cluch ) 
 
It seems the only things we can be certain about is that there is change, and that change will 
continue. Society has been changing and adapting and this must have an effect on our interest 
in the preservation and restoration of and driving really old vehicles.  
 
Now that nearly a third of our population lives in units or apartments that means that many 
citizens do not find it easy to store or restore an old car. At the same time with the modern car 
design and the lack of repairs required, particularly with our car industry departed offshore, 
this also means that skills necessary to restore and maintain old cars are also declining. We are 
not alone in this situation as Model Engineering Clubs and any other special interest Club that 
requires an investment of time and the acquisition of technical skills appear to be having 
problems attracting younger members that are not “time and money poor”. The only possible 
exception I have seen is possibly the world of stationary engine enthusiasts but that may be 
distorted by the prevalence of rural enthusiasts who have the storage area available and a 
farmers workshop and problem solving skills. 
 
We are hearing from the Bay to Birdwood Committee that the entries for pre 1949 vehicles 
are falling and they say that the “Clubs are not supporting the Run” but I suspect that is not 
quite the correct picture but is more likely a result of social change and the passage of time. 
For the above reasons I question whether really old cars are actually losing their relevance to 
Australian society? 
 
The B2B Run is now nearly 40 years old and  therefore many if not most of the enthusiasts 
who actually restored many of the older cars, and ran in the early B2B events are either dead 
or in need of major restoration themselves. It follows that the skills that are needed to keep old 
cars going or to restore them are becoming less available as the generations of people who 
knew and related to those vehicles are passing away. While new technology such as 3D 
computer printing may assist in modern restorations it is clear that the “old skills” are “going, 
going, gone” and the fact that these skills are no longer available is a highly significant issue 
for our veteran movement.  
 
Another important factor with the B2B Run is that it is questionable whether that Run actually 
caters for, or is suitable in it’s [present form, for older vehicles. One and two cylinder Rallies 
and Veteran rallies held well away from the capital cities do not appear to have any difficulty 
in attracting numbers. A recent local run initiated by a near city club to cater for pre 1930 
vehicles attracted over 40 vehicles with not a lot of publicity so maybe a country setting with 
less traffic pace and volume is a significant inducement for older vehicles and their drivers to 
come out. It was also only a year or so ago that the B2B Rally Committee was looking at the 
veteran and vintage cars going up the Hills freeway so maybe they are simply out of touch 
with the requirements of truly old vehicles in modern times and traffic situations. Do they 
appreciate that some early motorcycles have no gears or clutch and that you cannot ride a 
cone clutch in a traffic jam. While the writer recalls veteran motorcycles travelling on South 
Road, times have changed and to travel on such routes on a veteran motorcycle is simply no 
longer an option, and would comprehensively fail any rally risk or hazard assessment. 
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It is also an old and important principle that enthusiasts will go back to the vehicles they knew 
(or lusted after) in their youth. This means that the general mainstream enthusiast is now 
predominantly interested in such 1970s vehicles as Valiants , Falcons and Holdens however 
generally those interests currently only go back as far as say the FJ Holden. To the 
mainstream of motoring enthusiasts the older cars are an interesting curiosity, however they 
are not relevant.  
 
 Just because 150-200 people in an isolated setting are having fun running and using their 
elderly vehicles, do not be fooled into believing you are part of a “normal” or mainstream 
group. Figuratively speaking you are a remnant of the flat earth society! If it was Summernats 
(for hotrods) or the Grand Prix you are looking at a category of “petrolhead” that assembles in 
groups of over 100,000 in capital cities. As a group we veteran enthusiasts should be vigilant 
as while we can argue the history card (ie preserving history), we are not significant and have 
little or no profile as a group. Really old vehicles (say pre 1930) are certainly not a big share 
of the over 10,000 vehicles on Historic Registration in SA and may even be declining as those 
vehicles are not used and languish in sheds. 
 
These factors possibly explain why the B2B Classic Run is successful whereas the B2B Run 
for older vehicles is seen to be struggling. There are also other factors including costs of entry 
and costs of holding the event and they are certainly important issues for potential entrants. As 
one motorcycle enthusiast recently noted, with an entry fee $60-00 why would you go in it 
when it costs a single motorcyclist that much, whereas in a car you may get 6 people in for the 
same cost. I suspect that the B2B Committee has issues to address, and to appreciate that as 
times have changed, possibly that event needs change as well.  
 
It is also a puzzle that if you play cricket or football the government can find funds for 
infrastructure or even if you ride a bicycle the government is keen to support, however, we as 
a veteran motoring community are possibly a bit beyond looking good in lycra and we are no 
magnet to attract dollars. It would be an interesting exercise given the demise of the car 
manufacturing industry in Australia, to ascertain how many small businesses are now being 
supported by motor vehicle enthusiasts, and although none of them are large foreign owned 
businesses, they do in fact pay tax as well as employing people within Australia.  It is also an 
interesting comparison that New Zealand with a population of less than a quarter of 
Australia’s population still seems to excel with a can-do attitude and do you know where 
some cars from the Daimler Benz Museum were restored?  NZ appears to understand that you 
can still develop and keep skills in the country/population without a car manufacturing 
industry. Maybe they, unlike Australia, would be just too stroppy to let Romania build an 
icebreaker vessel for just down the road in Antartica. 
 
Social circumstances have changed and we are no longer a nation of vehicle restorers with 
backyard sheds and indeed restorers are very much in a minority or even an endangered 
species. The tendency is now to buy a vehicle that has already been restored possibly because 
the restored car has a buy price that can be much less than the actual cost of restoring one, 
which can easily cost double or triple the value of the car. At the same time while parts are 
still generally available for the cars of the 1970s there is a decline in the cheap parts available 
or the skills required to restore cars of the veteran and vintage period.  
 
Where does this leave old cars and what does it mean for their future? Late in 2015 my grey 
cells were taken down this path when I was asked what price should a 1927 Whippet sell for. 
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After looking for information, making observations this led to my thinking about a variety of 
issues which are part of this rant. 
 
What is clear is that while there is nothing wrong with a Whippet, it is no longer a socially 
relevant vehicle and as a result, even well restored, its value has probably gone down 
markedly in the last 10-15 years. The number of people who relate to this type of vehicle, 
which is now impractical and not suited to modern traffic conditions, have reduced markedly, 
in say, the last 10 years. All those enthusiasts who could fondly remember Whippets in their 
prime are no longer active hence any potential purchaser is likely to have more than an 
adventurous streak of eccentricity. 
 
The other issue is that a restored Whippet while  a good vehicle in its time (there are quite a 
few out there if you want one) is a low end vehicle and will never have a high market value 
and now it is threatened by the fact that fewer and fewer people want to buy such a car.  You 
only have to look at Ebay Motors in the USA to see that similarly a restored vintage Model T 
Ford is selling for US$5-8,000 and a brass radiator Ford T can be purchased for well under 
$15,000. This is what is happening to the low end vehicles as society in general dictates they 
are no longer relevant and it appears to be a continuing trend that there are less buyers for 
such entry level vehicles. Market commentators in the US indicate that the value of “brass 
cars” has fallen between 15 and 25% in the last year. Obviously while the US commentary 
will be weighted by the sheer volume of Model Ts available, perhaps we have reached the 
point in time that the value of  a Mercer or Stutz at the top end of the market is no longer 
likely to increase. The converse of this idea is the prospect that in 10 years in Australia the 
scrap metal man may be winning if there is simply no perceived demand for such vehicles or 
parts. 
 
True veterans or pre 1905 London to Brighton Vehicles might be argued to be in a separate 
category which is pretty much a separate market place (or planet) however it is clear that a 
London to Brighton veteran has also dropped in value. A few years ago 40-50,000 Pounds 
was needed for a low end eligible vehicle but now it seems that under 30,000 pounds may get 
you into that Run if you can secure an entry. 
  
It is also clear that in the UK, prices for Edwardian (1905-1919) vehicles have also tumbled. 
Pre War Car website shows that dealers who routinely ask high prices and who have been 
prepared to hold their stock for a while (maybe it’s on consignment so the owner is wearing 
the cost!) are now dropping prices. Cars are also frequently taking much longer to sell than 
several years ago and many cars have now been on that site for a year or more. On Pre War 
car a 6.3 litre Daimler of 1911 has an asking price of 88,000 pounds having recently had “in 
excess of 60,000 pounds” spent to renovate just the engine. It is not clear whether such 
statements are made in the hope of giving a potential buyer some comfort. This statement is in 
fact a perfect snapshot of the perfect (and financially painful) storm that the modern veteran 
enthusiast can find themselves in, due to restoration or repair costs. Locally in SA several 
veteran cars have been available for several months and prices are probably lower than they 
were say several years ago.  
 
We all know that when old vehicles are considered, our enthusiasm may just sometimes 
override our practicality and common sense, however the restoration of ancient vehicles is 
also not suited to the modern corporate business model. Many firms who used to readily 
perform work on old cars and parts, no longer want to know us or tell us it is not profitable 
apparently, unless very high prices are charged. Parts and material are now more difficult to 
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source unless it is for a common marque where repro parts are available. It is said there are 
now more parts available for MG Bs than when they are new however the expertise and 
knowledge to work on some elderly and obscure make is becoming nigh on unobtainable.  
 
These are just my observations and I am questioning where will the veteran car movement be 
in ten years time given the changes I see. The people, like the cars, are getting older and I am 
wondering whether we have reached the high water mark with regard to really old cars and 
that from here-on it is all downhill. At the same time however there should always be a hard 
core group of enthusiasts who are passionate and continue on but what effect will the above 
factors have. 
 
I would be interested to hear whether other members have similar observations, or disagree. 
“Doug”       ( D. D. Cluch ) 
 
 

    Inaugural Brush National Rally  
 
By Andrew and Frances McDougall  
(Adapted from The June Brass Notes Publication – VCCA-Vic) 

1st National Brush Rally Entrants 
 
Wedderburn Victoria 10th – 15th April 2016  
For over a decade there had been occasional discussions about the holding of a Brush specific 
rally in Australia. With the increasing number of Brush cars on the road and under restoration 
in Australia there was sufficient impetus to hold a national rally. Further incentive was 
provided by the relatively small support by the many Brush owners in America, when the 
100th anniversary celebrations of Brush motorcar manufacture was held in August 2007. We 
wished to demonstrate that even with a relatively small population of Brush cars that we could 
gain good support for a national rally. On the face of it the Loddon Shire and Wedderburn in 
particular appeared to be an unusual choice of location to hold the rally. This area was 
selected following the promotion by the Loddon Shire of its attributes by letter to car clubs.  
John Washbourne who is also a member of the Humber Club noted the receipt of the 
promotional material and with Judy Lewis spent time visiting the shire collecting more 
material, talking to the tourism manager and looking at many of the points of interest.  
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On the way to Melville Caves  
On hearing that Frances and I were planning to organise the inaugural national event, John 
suggested to us that the Loddon Shire could provide a suitable venue. Before visiting the shire 
we looked at some of the free promotional DVDs provided by their tourism office. This 
provided sufficient incentive to have a look for ourselves. We have to say that we were 
impressed and almost overwhelmed by the support provided by Robyn Vella, Tourism 
Manager, the various service providers, the venue operators, the points of interest and the 
excellent quiet roads which were ideally suited to Brush cars. It proved to be an inspired 
choice. For the first rally we decided to hold it on the week immediately following the 
National Single and Twin Rally in Gippsland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At Melville Caves - Australia’s Pikes Peak 
 
For the first rally we decided to hold it on the week immediately following the National 
Single and Twin Rally in Gippsland. This was to provide incentive for Brush owners from the 
distant states to come and enjoy two events for the one lot of travel. In the event we had a 
number of Brush owners who made the effort for the Brush Rally alone. We nearly had 16 
cars attending out of a population of around 30 restored and unrestored cars in Australia. 
Unfortunately a farming couple from central NSW, who recently bought their Brush, had to 
pull out at the last moment due to drought conditions and the need to hand feed their animals.  

 
This left us with 15 cars – 14 running and the partially 
restored car of Bill and Glenice Lindsay. We appreciated 
their efforts in bringing the car and fortunately it didn’t 
need to become a donor car to keep the others on the road. 
Besides the Lindsay car there were 3 entries from WA, 1 
from SA, 1 from Queensland, 3 from NSW, 2 from 
Tasmania and 4 from Victoria. Greg Smith volunteered to 
be our enthusiastic tail end Charlie – we hope he may have 
received a dose of Brush infection! 
 
 
South Australian Entrant – Lachlan McDonald (1910 
Brush Model D) 
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Most entrants stayed at the excellent motel with a few more staying at the very good camping 
ground where we were also able to safely store our trailers. Some entrants had travelled 
straight through from Gippsland and arrived on the Saturday afternoon. We on the other hand 
went home on Saturday and swapped the Sizaire Naudin for the Brush and travelled up on 
Sunday. On the Sunday evening an excellent welcome barbecue was provided for us in the 
nearby park by the local Lions Club. 

Wedderburn Main Street 
Prior to the start of the Monday run we lined up all the cars in the main street in front of the 
historic General Store Museum for a photo shoot. The run then took us over quiet undulating 
sealed roads to a morning tea stop at the Kooyoora State Park where most of us drove up the 
hill to the Melville Caves (named after the bushranger, Captain Mellville) car park. This was 
our equivalent to the climb up Pikes Peak, in Washington State, that a Brush car did as a 
promotional exercise. Whilst in the car park it was great to catch up with long time VCCA 
(Vic.) member Kevin Cadzow who said he wished to put on a barbecue lunch for us the 
following day at St Arnaud, in conjunction with the local North Central Vintage Car Club. 
During our morning tea we were visited by a Parks Victoria officer who said that for a 
gathering of over 30 people we needed a prearranged permit (free). Our group totalled 32 so 
we should have had a permit – we now know for next time. We then continued onto Moliagul, 
the birthplace of John Flynn, of the outback and also the location where the Welcome 
Stranger nugget was found. There was a short section of gravel road which provided a 
wonderful backdrop for the cars. The return trip took us through Logan (now only an old pub) 
and back to Wedderburn for a run of 100km. 
 
Tuesday took us on a run to St Arnaud where we had been invited to visit Alan and Heather 
Esmore for morning tea and to see their wonderful collection of vehicles. We then moved next 
door to have the barbecue lunch provided by Kevin Cadzow and the welcoming members of 
the local car club. Following this we moved down into the main street to visit what we believe 
is the only Bible Museum in the Southern Hemisphere. This proved to be an excellent and 
informative visit presented by the mother and daughter owners as there was not only a huge 
range of bibles of all ages and sizes but we learnt about their butterfly breading and witnessed 
the immergence of butterflies from their chrysalis – well worth a visit if you are passing 
through St. Arnaud. On arrival back in Wedderburn we drove to the outskirts to visit Hard 
Hill, the site of historic gold mining and eucalyptus oil distillation where we received an 
impromptu talk. 
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A ‘Sweep’ of Brush cars in St Arnaud 
Wednesday took us to Inglewood for morning tea and a very informative visit at the Eucy 
Distillery Museum. Following this the entrants were free to wander the town to see lots of 
historic buildings, buy lunch and also buy some bargain treasures from the various antique 
and bric a brac shops. Again the roads were Inaugural Brush National Rally (cont.) By 
Andrew and Frances McDougall At Melville Caves - Australia’s Pikes Peak 11 quiet, passing 
by great scenery, but unfortunately very parched from the drought. We did have to use a 
portion of the Calder Highway, however this had a wide sealed verge which allowed the cars 
to keep completely out of the path of the truck and modern traffic. In the evening many of us 
enjoyed a self-catering barbecue at the excellent facilities in the camping ground. 
Thursday, the final day was a short 30km run to Korong Vale and return to the excellent 
Machinery and Mens’ Sheds where we were provided a viewing of the machinery, grounds, 
historic buildings and a light lunch. We grabbed the opportunity of another photo shoot from 
an old railway signal tower and then took some of the machinery club members for a ride in 
our cars around the grounds. We were given the use of an old school building where we held a 
meeting to discuss and decide about future national Brush rallies. It was resolved that the 
future rallies will be held every two years, alternately to the National Single and Twin Rallies 
and that they will rotate around the states. To get into the correct sequence the second Brush 
National Rally is to be held late July next year in Southern Queensland and will be run by 
Graham and Irene Donges. Following the meeting we then moved up to the Coach House 
Gallery and General Store Museum which has one of the best displays you will find in the 
country. It is just as though the owners of the shop walked out decades ago and forgot to come 
back – again well worth a visit. Whilst some cars experienced some relatively minor issues 
they all finished a wonderful week of motoring. 
The cars were then loaded on their respective trailers prior to the final dinner at the hotel. We 
had an excellent meal with our plates on laminated Brush photo place mats. As a reflection of 
how our rally was received and supported by the town and district an old local man who had 
just finished eating made an impromptu speech and thanked us very much for choosing their 
town and shire in which to hold the event. Also Robyn Vella, the Tourism Manager popped in 
to say how much the district had appreciated having us visit with our fascinating cars and 
providing a boost to the local economy  
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    Introducing VCCSA Members Vehicles 
  

 
 
Names: Roger Cross and Jennifer Carter    State: South Australia    Club: VCCSA 

Vehicle Make: Maxwell     Year of Manufacture: 1907    Vehicle Rego: S340 AKU 

Model: Tourabout   Number of Cylinders:  2, approx. 14HP   Country of Origin: USA 

 
We call our Maxwell  Elsa, after the “Hostest with the Mostest” , Elsa Maxwell, the famous 
party organiser to the rich and famous in the first years of the 20th century. She comes from 
Florida and now resides in the “big sky country” of the North Mount Lofty Ranges.  
 
Elsa, like other Maxwells in Australia, has had her share of illnesses. We believe that her 
latest internal operation, will cure, once and for all, her chronic and stubborn internal decay 
caused by oil starvation.  
 
When Elsa is on song, her speed and agility have inebriated and dazed us, not so much from 
the mad joy of the flight, which is the essence of our involvement in veteran motoring, but 
from the deep intellectual satisfaction that she is going at all! At such rare and joyous times 
we say to each other: “Keep going, Elsa, and organize another party at Monte Carlo”. 



 

 

 

  

!

!

Membership!Details:""We"are"required"to"maintain"a"register"of"Members’"details"in"addition"to"a"list"of"vehicles"registered"through"the"VCC;SA.""
A"Statutory"Declaration"must"be"produced"at"each"annual" log;book"stamping"or"renewal"and"the"vehicle"must"be"sighted"by"one"of"the"Club"
Registration"Officers"every"3"years.""Members/Associate"Members"are"required"to"complete"the"following"Table.""For"the"Members!only"area,"
please"place"an"‘X’"in"the"box"provided"if"you"do!not"want"this"information"shared.""No"addresses"are"disclosed.""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!

Member!/!Associate!Member!Contact!Details!
Name! ! !

Address! ! X!

Home!telephone! ! !

Mobile!telephone! ! !

Email!address*!! ! !

*!This!will!be!required!from!the!1st!July,!2016.!!Please!supply!your!email!address!or!an!alternate!address!where!emails!can!be!sent.! !
Conditional!Registration!

Please!indicate!if!you!have!a!vehicle(s)!‘conditionally!registered’!through!the!Veteran!Car!Club!of!SA!
! Yes! ! No! ! Interested!to!register!a!vehicle!with!the!VCCISA!
!

Waiver!by!Member/Paticipant!
Member’s"participation"in"VCC;SA"general"events/multiple"day"rallies/day"runs/monthly"Gatherings/other/etc."takes"place"on"the"
condition"that"the"vehicle(s)"entered,"the"driver/rider"thereof"and"any"other"person"connected"herewith,"including"passengers"or"
any"other"occupants"of"the"vehicle,"while"participating"in"any"authorised"and/or"sanctioned"VCC;SA"event"shall"do"so"at"the"sole"
risk"of"the"entrant"and"driver/rider,"every"entrant"shall" indemnify"the"Veteran"Car"Club"of"South"Australia" Incorporated"and/or"
members"of"the"Committee"or"any"other"persons"appointed"by"or"acting"on"behalf"of"the"VCC;SA"and/or"Committee"against"any"
claim"by"any"other"entrant"or"driver/rider"or"any"other"persons"whomsoever"for"injuries"or"damage"caused"by"their"vehicle(s)"or"
driver/rider"thereof."""
"

By!signing!and!renewing!this!membership!form,!you!hereby!agree!to!be!bound!by!the!conditions!as!set!out!above!at!any!event!
associated,!organised!or!approved!under!the!auspices!of!the!VCC:SA.!

!

Membership!Rate!and!Payment!

I!do!not!consent!to!my!name!and!vehicle!details!appearing!in!the!VCCISA!Bulletin!and/or!Website:! ! (Please"tick"box"for"this"option)!

Membership!fee!for!2016/17!! $30!

‘Associate’!Membership!fee!for!2016/17!! $15!
Posted!hardcopy!of!the!Bulletin!(optional)!! $20!

Total!Payment! !
Payments!can!be!made!at!the!monthly!Gathering,!or!by!Post!to:!The!Membership!Secretary,!VCCLSA,!PO!Box!193,!Unley!Business!Centre!5061!

Methods!of!Payment:! ! Direct!Deposit#! ! Cheque! ! Cash!

#!Direct!Deposit!Details:!!!!!!!!!!!!!Account"Name:!!The!Veteran!Car!Club!of!SA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BSB:!105I032!!!!!!!!!
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""Account"Number:!058548140!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Please"include"your!NAME!as"payment"reference!
Please!note:!You!must!still!complete!and!submit!this!renewal!form!if!paying!by!Direct!Deposit!
!

Member!Signature:! !
! !

Associate!Member!Signature:! !

Subscriptions!are!due!on!the!30!June!2016,!!
and!if!not!paid!by!31st!July!2016,!membership!lapses.!

Historic!Registration!through!the!VCCISA!ceases!from!1!July!until!Subs!are!paid.!If!subs!are!not!paid!by!31!July!for!
the!upcoming!financial!year,!the!VCCISA!is!then!obliged!to!notify!the!Registrar!of!Motor!Vehicles!the!member!is!

unIfinancial.!After!that!time!a!new!MR334!may!be!required!to!reinstate!Conditional!Registration.!

The!Veteran!Car!Club!of!South!Australia,!Inc!
PO!Box!193,!Unley!Business!Centre!5061!

‘For the preservation of veteran motor vehicles into the future’!

Membership!Renewal!2016!–!2017!
South Australian Member of the Association of Veteran Car Clubs in Australia!


